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PLAYING WITH ILLUSION AND PERCEPTION
Quebec

MONTRÉAL DANSE
Prismes
Benoît Lachambre
In co-presentation with

8 PM
LENGTH – 1 H 10
VENUE – CINQUIÈME SALLE
December 2, 2014
December 3, 2014
December 4, 2014
December 5, 2014
December 6, 2014

TICKETS START AT $33.00
Post-performance talk with the artists
Friday December 5, 2014,

Montreal, November 10, 2014 - 2013 was a memorable year for Benoît Lachambre, for his talent and innovative style were rewarded with
the GRAND PRIX DE LA DANSE DE MONTRÉAL and his piece Prismes was acclaimed by critics. Created for six remarkable dancers from
the company Montréal Danse, the piece will be presented for 5 evenings by Danse Danse and Place des Arts. The Montreal
choreographer toys with sensual perception and subverts expectations by playing with lighting, colours, costumes and the bodies of the
dancers. This subtle, deliciously playful work on perception questions the presence of the dancer and the representation of the body.

YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES !
Acid-coloured draperies and hardhats, mysterious bodies that appear and are revealed under fabulous lighting, a dance at times highly
structured and at others totally free, supported by the electro soundtrack, with scenes that are touching, comic, intriguing. The mischievous
iconoclast Benoît Lachambre uses any and all means to multiply the Prismes portrayed onstage, stimulating our senses and casting doubt on
our perceptions. The recipient of multiple awards, this avant-garde artist returns to some of his initial loves by incorporating the vocabulary of
classical, jazz and modern dance, giving a new form of expression to his research on awakening the senses by directly soliciting those of the
audience. In collaboration with lighting designer Lucie Bazzo, he plays with interactions between the body and light, showing how light
transforms bodies by leaving traces in the retina of the spectator’s eye. He also rattles conceptions by playing with sex symbols and images of
gender, adopting a more visual and playful approach than in his previous works.
The virtuosity, sensitivity and versatility of the dancers Elinor Fueter, Annik Hamel, Rachel Harris, Sylvain Lafortune, Peter Trosztmer and
Manuel Roque make a significant contribution to the piece. Lighting design is by Lucie Bazzo and the music by Laurent Maslé and Tomas Furey.

“The shifts in Lucie Bazzo’s lighting design for Benoît Lachambre’s
Prismes made this a beautiful, illuminating piece. The spectrum of
innovation was subtle and powerful, of the highest order, plunging us
into the depths of perception." (The Dance Current, Toronto)

BENOÎT LACHAMBRE INVITED BY MONTRÉAL DANSE
A choreographer, dancer, improviser and teacher known for his workshops on hyper awakening
of the senses, Benoît Lachambre is a graduate of Les Ballets Jazz de Montréal. In 1996 he
founded the Par B.L.eux Company, and has created 15 multidisciplinary works to date. He has
collaborated with visual artists such as Laurent Goldring, the choreographers Lynda Gaudreau,
Felix Ruckert, Catherine Contour, Boris Charmatz, Sasha Waltz and Isabelle Schad, as well as
Meg Stuart and the composer-performer Hahn Rowe with whom he created Forgeries, Love
and Other Matters. In 2006 it received the prestigious Bessie Award. Recipient of the
Jacqueline Lemieux Prize (1999) and the MONTREAL DANCE PRIZE (2013) for his
contribution to the development of choreography, Benoît Lachambre has created more than 25
dance pieces, including the solo « I » Is Memory for Louise Lecavalier (part of the 2007 Danse
Danse program) and Les Portes-Heures de paroles for Marion Ballester, which had its première
at the Festival Antipodes du Quartz, Scène Nationale de Brest, where he was artist in
residence for a number of years. He also has a number of ensemble pieces to his credit,
including Lugares Comunes, Is You Me and Body Scan.
Founded in 1986, Montréal Danse has been under the artistic direction of Kathy Casey since 1996. In addition to creating new works the
company is also a research laboratory, a partner in the career development of Quebec artists and a producer of dance pieces. It draws on a pool
of talented, versatile dancers and collaborates with guest choreographers from here and elsewhere. Playing an important role in the
development of the art of choreography, it has presented and promoted the works of many seasoned and merging artists such as José Navas,
Sarah Chase, Estelle Clareton and Jean-Sébastien Lourdais. Constantly evolving, its repertoire counts more than 50 highly diverse dance
pieces. Renowned for creating powerful works that reflect a desire to give choreographers the means of fully developing their ideas in
collaboration with veteran dancers and an enlightened artistic director, Montréal Danse also offers several creative workshops and seminars.
TICKETS
“The chemistry between this unclassifiable artist – choreographer
Benoît Lachambre – and the artists of the company Montréal Danse
is so strong in Prismes, and the energy so exhilarating, that is
seemed quite natural to Place des Arts and to Danse Danse to
program this piece for the delight of our audience. This is a work to
be seen (or reseen), notably for six dancers at the height of their art.”
The Artistic Programmers

Place des Arts Box-Office: 514.842.2112 / 1 866.842.2112

INTERVIEWS: CONTEMPORARY CHOREOGRAPHERS
Danse Danse and Place des Arts
Monday, November 24, 2014, 5:30 p.m. to 6:15 p.m.
Espace culturel Georges-Émile-Lapalme, Place des Arts
Danse Danse invites you to meet the choreographer Benoît
Lachambre in a friendly, relaxed encounter hosted by Johanne
Despins of ICI Radio-Canada. In French. Free admission!

NEXT PRESENTATION
BALLET BC
A.U.R.A. + PETITE CÉRÉMONIE + WALKING MAD

Jacopo Godani, Medhi Walerski, Johan Inger
JAN 22. 23. 24, 2015, 8 P.M.
Théâtre Maisonneuve, Place des Arts
Artistic director Emily Molnar has made Ballet BC a highly soughtafter dance company. In three works by renowned contemporary
ballet choreographers from Europe, she presents three very different
aesthetics and celebrates the multiple talents of her 18 dancers.

Visit the Danse Danse website for additional information on dance pieces and the dance companies being featured: video excerpts, interviews,
photos, full credits and various related hyperlinks.
DANSEDANSE.CA

SOURCE - 30 Bérubé & Geoffroy Communications
Benoit Geoffroy » 514.722.9888 » bgeoffroy@videotron.ca / Monique Bérubé » 514.723.4943 » monique.berube44@sympatico.ca

CREDITS
Choreographer Benoît Lachambre. Artistic Advisor Kathy Casey. Performers Rachel Harris, Elinor Fueter, Annik Hamel, Sylvain Lafortune, Manuel Roque,
Peter Trosztmer. Light Lucie Bazzo. Music Laurent Maslé, Tomas Furey. Technical Director Karine Gauthier. Sound Technician Guillaume Cavaliere
Beranek.
Prismes benefited from the support of L’Agora de la danse in Montreal and of Théâtre Hector-Charland in L’Assomption.
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